Day 1
Fly Fishing - Seven Half Diamond Ranch
https://www.guestranchbc.com

Seven Half Diamond Ranch provides the opportunity to enjoy the best and most exclusive Trophy Fly Fishing in British Columbia, located only 300 meters from your cabin.

The lake is rich with big, hard-hitting, Kamloops Rainbow Trout weighing up to 15 pounds. The management program welcomes experienced fly fishers to test their skills in an unique and private lake. With an abundance of shallows, ridges and reeds you will notice a large variety of bugs and hatches.

Seven Half Diamond Ranch
https://www.guestranchbc.com

Seven Half Diamond Ranch is a destination that feels as natural as a place you have known your entire life. A beautiful piece of British Columbia where you can relax in the country with trophy fly fishing at your doorstep. Seven Half Diamond Ranch is the perfect all-season get away with activities that range from fly fishing vacations, bird watching, biking, hiking and cross country skiing, horseback riding or just plain rest and relaxation.

Day 2
River Safari
http://riversafari.com

In the heart of the planet’s only inland temperate rainforest, board one of our specially designed boats for this smooth but exciting one hour River Safari. Explore up to 12 kilometers of the spectacular Grizzly Bear Valley – where the bears decide when and for how long we stop along the way!

As you are travelling through glacier-fed rivers and lakes and going where it seems no boat has gone before, you are sure to fall witness to a variety of active wildlife always seen on these riverbanks. In addition to an information-packed narrative, guides will point out the bears, glaciers and many waterfalls toppling from the surrounding snow-capped mountains. With a boat departing every 30-60 minutes, no reservation is required, making the River Safari an absolute ‘must-do’ activity.

The Forest Table
http://riversafari.com/restaurant/

To complete your perfect Canadian wilderness experience, enjoy a forest to table meal in our unique floating restaurant. The menu focus is on wild salmon, game, berries and greens, all favourites from a bear’s diet.

Glacier Mountain Lodge
https://glaciermountainlodge.com/

An European-style mountain lodge bordering Wells Gray Provincial Park, in the picturesque village of Blue River. With 35 spacious rooms, mini fridges and a beach within walking distance.
Day 3

Wells Gray Provincial Park
https://www.wellsgray.ca/

Wells Gray Provincial Park, also known as the “land of waterfalls,” is the largest provincial park in the Thompson Okanagan. Discover 39 named waterfalls tucked in the wilderness, including Helmcken Falls, a waterfall higher than Niagara, which plunges down a narrow canyon.

Caribou Grill
https://caribougrill.com/

Caribou Grill offers Canadian cuisine with Triple A Angus steaks, prime rib, seafood, wild salmon, venison and pasta in an authentic log building. The interior reflects the backwoods log cabin theme with beautiful wildlife mounts, Indigenous artifacts and leather art.

Willow Ranch Cabins
https://willowranchvalemount.com

Wake up with the horses at Willow Ranch, in a modern guest cabin surrounded by forests, pastures and mountains.